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To strike or not to· strike
Jennifer Veal
Staff Writer

tions, he said. They have not had a
meaningful raise in three years he
noted.
They are requesting a 4 percent raise, a step increase for qualified faculty and a .5 percent equity increase.
"The CFA feels that the
Chancellor has 'walked away' from
negotiations. The faculty feels they
have to take action. They are concerned about how the CSU is run,"
Meisenhelder said.
"The CFA feels the student fee
increases are a second reason for a
strike,"
said. Meisenhelder.
"Students are hurt by the system
and the executives have gotten significant raises."
He also said the increased
class sizes and the hiring of temporary teachers, bothers CFA members.
Meisenhelder, like other CFA
members, said he thought the
negotiations would have shown
more progress by the fall.
"Since talks have gone
towards salary issues, they have
been disappointing," he said.
The possible strike, hard to .
define in its planning stages will
consist of "two-day rolling walkouts at the 23 CSU campuses.
Faculty will form picket lines for
two days (in the initial stages)," he
said.
·
The strikes will more than
Continued on Pg 2
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CSUSB has appointed a leading expert on the Middle East as
The
California
Faculty
the new dean of the College of
Association (CFA) held a vote to
Social and Behavioral Sciences.
decide whether or not to strike in
He replaces John Conley who is
the coming months. Voting days
retiring at the end of the academic
are being held at all 23 Cal State
year.
University campuses.
Jamal Nassar, who is the cur"The Strike vote will extend
rent chair of the Politics and
over the next couple of weeks. ihe
Government
Department
at
results will not be in until all CSU
Illinois State University in
campuses have held a vote. We
Normal, Ill., will begin his new
feel good about the vote so,far but
duties at CSUSB Aug. I , 2007.
it is too early to tell," San
Nassar "brings to the position
Bernardino CFA Chapter president
demonstrated leadership on a uniTom Meiscnhelder said.
versity, regional, national and
A "no" vote indicates accepteven international level, as weJI as
ance of the CSU's latest salary
a strong record of excellence in
offer. A "yes" vote indicates the
teaching and academic scholarintention to escalate the CFA's
ship," said CSUSB's Provost and
fight for another contract.
The CFA is a union of23 1000
Vice President of Academic
professors, lecturers, librarians,
Affairs Louis Fernandez.
counselors and coaches who teach
"I wanted to be a part of a forward-looking institution of higher
in the California State University
system according to their website.
learning an~ CSUSB is poised to
The CSU employs approxibecome the best university in the
CSU system," said Nassar in a
mately 22,500 faculty members of
CSUSB press release. He earned
which 10,100 are members of the
the ISU Alumni Association's
union. A strike action requires 50
Outstanding University Teacher
percent plus one vote from union
Award in 1993.
members.
The major challenge Nassar
Meisenheldcr addressed what
he says are two reasons why th~
expects to face ha~ to do with·
Jennifer Veal/Chronicle faculty will strike. The first is ecofunding. State funding has been
declining for decades, causing Toni Pinkara (seated on left), Cecilia Julagay (saated in center), and Susan Meisenhelder (seated·on nomic. The faculty at the CSU is
paid less than comparable instituuniversities like CSUSB to rely right) man a strike authprization voting table otltside the Pfau Library on March 7, 2007.
mostly on alternate sources of revenue.
"I hope to work with the faculty in the college to bring more
grant money, and with the many
Imagine
America
Promise
outstanding alums and friends of Malori Merki
This was a significant jump ship money is available, but you Edison.
Scholarship Program.
the university to begin a culture of Staff Writers
from the previous year and a have to apply in order to be qualiThis directory is a continuousfied,"
DeLaski
added.
record
for
The
giving back to the institution,"
The
"First
in
My
Family"
Sallie
Mae
Fund's
ly
updated
scholarship guide and
,
The Sallie Mae Fund recently features hundreds of scholarships
said Nassar.
Program offers scholarships to scholarship programs.
Free tips about the scholarship Hispanic-American students who
Nassar was born in Jerusalem
DcLaski feels that the most introduced the Latino College available to California Latino stuand raised on the West Bank city application process and $2.5 mil- have financial need and are the important step a student can take Dollars Scholarship Directory with dents.
of Ramallah. He came to the lion in possible awards are avail- first in their family to attend col- when looking for scholarships is to the help of the University of
The directory is available
United States to attend college but able to students courtesy of the lege.
apply.
Southern California School of without registration online at
Sallie Mae Fund.
"Searching for scholarships Policy, Planning and www.latinocollegedollars.org.
war and increasing tensions made
The "Unmet Need" Program
it difficult for him to return.
Sallie Mae offers five main is open to fam ilies with a com- may take a little time and energy, Development's Tomas Rivera
The Sallie Mae Fund is a char"I became very involved in scholarships along with informa- bined income of less than $30,000 but it is free money," she said.
Policy Institute, the Walt Disney itable organization sponsored by
the struggle to end conflict, war tion about applying for financial and is a "last-dollar" resource
"Billions of dollars in scholar- Company and Southern California Sallie Mac.
·and · injustice everywhere," said aid, advice for fust generation col- when there are no other available
Nassar, "In war, irwocents suffer lege students and their families and funds.
The "American Dream"most and we must find alternative workshops to help students find
means to war and violence to set- ways to pay for-college.
Program offers scholarship awards
tle our problems on this planet we
"We know that one of the most ranging from $500 - $5,000 to
share."
practical ways we can help more African-American students who
Nassar earned his undergrad- deserving students pursue a col- have demonstrated financial need .
lege education is by awarding
The
Sallie
Mae
9/1 1
uate degree in international affairs
from Jacksonville University. He ·scholarship dollars," president of Education Fund was created in
the Sallie Mae Fund Kathleen response to the Sept. ll , 200 I, terContinued on Pg 2
DeLaski said.
rorist attacks.
It provides awards to children
"We make an effort to let students and financial aid officers whose parents or guardians were
know that these programs are killed or permanently disabled in
the ltttacks.
available to them" DeLaski said.
The Fund's website, www.salThis fund also provides grants
liemaefund.org, provides access to that allow spouses of those who
apply for the scholarships Sallie were killed or deemed permanentMae offers. It also allows people to ly disabled to pay off their Sallie
search for other scholarships.
Mae education loans.
The Imagine America Promise
You can locate a free "Paying
for College" workshop, ask finan- Scholarship Program extends a
cial experts for advice and down- renewal scholarship to existing
load free resources such as presen- career college students who
tations, booklets and tip cards from received the scholarship so they
may continue pursuit of higher
the website.
Courtesy of Illinois State
The Fund offers the "First in education.
University Public Affairs
My Family" Scholarship Program,
The Fund awarded money to
Jamal Nassar is the new dean the "Unmet Need" Scholarship about 1,000 students enrolled in
of the College of Social and Program, the "American Dream" colleges across the country in
Malori Merki/Chronlcle
Behavioral Sciences.
Scholarship Program, The Sallie 2006, out of the more than 14,000 CSUSB students Lawrence Hardy and Christopher Greeve read about the Sallie Mae Fund online.
Sallie Mae offers free tips about the scholarship application process and scholarships.
Mae 9/1 1 Education Fund and The completed applications.

Need financial aid? See Sallie Mae
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ASI elections on horizon

izat~ons.

WendyDiaz

Staff Writer

Associated Students
Incorporated (ASI) will hold elections soon. Those interested in running for office can pick up an election packet at the ASI office located in the Santos Manuel Student
Union (SMSU 108).
The packet will contain various items like a grade point average verification sheet, a list of
responsibilities and the student
election code.
"April 11th the packets are
due, April 29th candidates begin
campaignini, and May 8th we will
hold a candidate forum, in which
the candidates can speak to students," Jason Frederickson, ASI
Pictured is Jason Frederickson,
election chair said.
Those who do not meet the elections soon.
April11 th election packet due date president, Anthony Conley.
can still qualify io be write-in can"There are also rules and regdidates as long as they apply ulations as to when you can campaign, how much money you can
before Aprill8.
"The winners will
be spend on· posters . and such," he
announced on May 1l th. If needed added.
ASI represents the interests,
we will have a run-off election the
following
week,"
said needs and concerns of over 16,000
Frederickson.
students to the CSUSB administraThose interested in running tion, faculty and staff.
must meet the necessary qualificaASI is governed by a board of
tions. These include but are not directors. The board consists of 16
limited to a 2.0 grade point aver- students. It comprises five elected
age, having been a CSUSB student executive officers and five direcfor at least two quarters, or having tors. The directors represent each
been in ASI for a quarter.
of the colleges as well as students"If you want to petition for an at-large, students with special and
executive office position you must dual majors, graduates and stuget 300 student signatures. If you dents residing in on-campus resiwant to be on the board of direc- dence halls.
Also serving on the board are
tors and represent one of the colthe university president's represenle~es, you need 150 signatures
from students and get your name tative, the facuity advisor, the ASI
in the ballot," said current ASI advisor, two special representa-

Wendy Diaz/Chronicle

ASI election chair. ASI will hold
tives, and the ASI executive direc-

tor.
ASI has many programs available for students. The grants and
service programs are offered to aid
students in need or to support
research.
ASI also plans the activities
and events for all CSUSB students.
They plan activities such as open
mic nights, karaoke nights, movie
nights, pep-rallies and the recent
Mr. and Miss CSUSB pageant.
ASI is also in charge of the
box office at CSUSB. The ASI box
office sells discounted tickets to
movies and major theme parks,
including Disneyland.
Most importantly ASI is in
charge of the Club Allocation
Board (CAB). The CAB is responsible for the weekly allocation of
funds for programs and special
events as requested by recognized
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Do you hold a college degree?
Complete your teaching credential in as little as 9 months, or
be a.paid intern teacher while you complete the program.
The College of Education at Californi'a State University San
Bernardino has programs in Elementary, Secondary, Bilingual
and Special Education.

Take a positive step toward your future!
Call

us today at: (909) 537-5603·

CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY
SAN BERNARDINO

The CAB's mission is to support organ.i;?ational activities that
will enha~ce on-campus life, and
allow students to develop leadership and other skills.
The College Legal Clinic
(CLC) is also funded through ASI.
The CLC is a service provided for
CSUSB students, faculty and staff
with legal services.
The CLC is a consultation and
referral service made up of a panel
of27 attorneys specializing in various areas of law such as, criminal,
civil appellate, civil litigation,
insurance, personal injury, labor,
medical, real estate, business, collections, bankruptcy, landlord/tenant, immigrations, social security
and employment.
More than anything ASI
strives to get CSUSB students
involved. ASI welcomes students
to serve in any of the school committees. The committees include
the Activities Board, Club
Allocation Board and The
Elections Committee, among others.

"It has been an awesome
learning expe;rience. You really get
to learn the ins and outs of the
University and the CSU system.
Besides learning about the CSU
system and CSUSB, it is a great
networking bank," said Executive
Vice President Angelica Jones.
Packets became available on
March 9, 2007. The executive
positions available are president,
executive vice president, vice
president of finance, vice president
of university affairs and vice president of Palm Desert Campus
(PDC students only).
The Board of Directors positions are available for the College
of Arts and Letters, College of
Business and Public
Administration,
College
of
Education, College of Natural
Sciences, College of Social and
Behavioral Sciences, Graduate,
Undeclared, Housing, Special &
Dual Majors and two Student at
Large positions.
"If you want to petition to be
involved in ASI, I believe you
must have 'it passion for students,"
Conley said.

Continued:

Strike authorization vote

The CSU believes that if there
likely start out at the larger CSU
campuses such as Los Ang~les, is no agreement at the end of the
fact-finding process, our faculty
San Francisco andlong Beach.
"We are not intending to hurt will keep the students' well-being
the students. We need to make a in perspective and do nothing to
point," Meisenhelder said.
harm their educational experience,
By conducting the walkouts or their progress toward degree
over only a two day period stu- completion, according to~ a press
dents will not have to miss too release.
The CSU feels it has made a
much class time.
'
The CFA, after 20 months of fair offer to the faculty union that
bargaining with the CSU adminis- provides increases of more than
tration for a new collective bar- "24 percent" to be paid over the
gaining agreement , including next three years. They hope to
salary increases, has reached the come to an agreement with the
final statutory stage known as fact- union , so our faculty can receive,
finding, ,according to the group's sooner rather than later, the salary
January report for faculty.
increase they deserve. The CFA,
On December 15, the legisla- however, disputes the 24 percent
tive step, mediation, ended with claims.
little if any progress inade on the
The contract between the
issue of faculty compensation, the CSU and the union was first
CFA says in their report.
scheduled to expire on June 30,
The negotiations moved into 2005.
the fact finding stage earlier this
It has been extended several
year.
times and a contract extension is
A neutral "fact-finder" along now in effect until the fact finding
with one person from each of the report is made public. Almost all
CFA and CSU administration b;tr- non-economic terms have been
gaining teams will examine argu- settled between the CFA and the
• ments and evidence from each side csu.
and issue a report.
The Chronicle attempted to
The CSU released a statement contact a spokesperson for the
March 5 to address the strike and CSUSB . administration. No one
the fact-finding process.
was available for comment.

Continued:

New dean
earned his master's in political science from the University of South
Florida and his doctorate from the
University of Cincinnati.
He specializes in comparative
politics in the Middle East, conflict resolution and development
of international relations.
Prior to joining the faculty at
Illinois State, Nassar taught at the
University of South Florida and
Birzeit University in the West
Bank. In 1987, he returned to
Birzeit University as a visiting
Fulbright Scholar.
"I l9ve teaching," said Nassar.
"I believe those of us educating the leaders of tomorrow will
have a much greater impact on
society in the long run," he said.
He added, "In the end, we all
hope to make a small contribution
toward making the world we
inhabit a better place. Where best
can you do that than education?"
·Nassar is the author of the
books
"Globalization
and
Terrorism: The Migration of
Dreams and Nightmares" and
"The
Palestine
Liberation
Organization:
From
Armed
Struggle to the Declaration of
Independence."

Corrections
The February 19, 2007
article entitled "Coming to you
live from CSUSB" gave incorrect information about the
CSUSB-produced T.V. program "Local Matters."
"Local Matters" is not an
accredited television show. It
is a practicum class.
Mike Wichman was listed
as a professor. He is an
instructor.
Charter Cable contacted
Mike Ross, the director of
media services, with the
opportunity. to produce a program.
Mike Ross then met with
Mo Bahk, Mike Wichman and
Rodd Metts and after meeting
with them they decided to produce a local newscast.
Melissa Berg is a student
producer of the show.
"Local Matters" is available
only on CNN Headline News
on the Charter Cable
Network.
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5038 Wyche Ct. San
Bernardino,
5 Bed/3 Bath. $2,000/month
Phone (909)881-4858
I

For S.ale or Rent
5764 N. Louise St. San
Bernardino,
3 Bed/2 Bath, pool $400,000
Or Rent for $1,950/month,
$2000 deposit
Phone (909)881-4858

For Sale by Owner
4941 Alta Drive
San Bernardino
970 sq. feet
3 Bedroom/2 Bath House
$310,000
Call (909) 881-4858

Tutors Needed
Alpha Learning Centers needs
60 tutors immediately!
Jurupa/Riverside/Moreno
Valley regions. $15 +per
hour. 90 quarter units req.
Tutoring at off-site facilities.
Must have clean background
and dependable transportation.
Phone 951-369-5282

Help Wanted
Earn $800-$3,200 a month to
drive brand new cars with ads
placed on them.
www.AdDriveTeam.com
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Suffer From
De ression?
• Have you had a change
in Appetite or Weight?
·• Are you Sleeping Too
Much or Too Little?
I

• Do you have Decreased
Energy?
,.
f

• Have you lost Interest in
the Things you used to
Enjoy?
f

• Are You Between 18 and
65 Years Old? .
i

·If You Answered YES to th'e Questions above You May be Eligible to
Participate in a Clinical Research Study. ·Anderson Clinical Research is
Currently Conducting a Study of People who Suffer frorri Depression. ·
.I

.

.

~

•

/

Study Participants will Receive the Following at No Charge:

o Investigational Study Drug
o Study-related Doctor's Visits
o Compensation for Time and Travel
FOR MORE INFORMATION
·Please Contact the Study Physician's Office Listed Below:

. Anderson.. Clinical Research
.

.
'

.

909.792.9007 or Toll Free 1.888.857.1545 .
See our website at www.andersonstudies.com
Office Ho.urs: M-F 8:30am-5pm (After Hours Appqintments Available)

Phone Coverage 24 hrs/day
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Opera, poetry ·win tuition Ladies show art

Jaen-Paul LaBrada/Chronicle

The pageant's audience gave all competitors a big thumbs up.
Tifini Brown
Staff Writer

With months of preparation,
the members ofAssociated Student
Inc. (ASI) were finally able to witness the success of their Mr. and
Ms. CSUSB pageant on Thursday,
March 8, 2007. The event center at
the Santos Manuel Stutlent Union
filled up quickly, as 300 guests
packed the room to watch 17 contestants compete for the title and a
$ 1,200 scholarship for spring quarter 's tuition.
The pageant, which was hosted by ASI President Anthony
Conley and Ashley Baugh, got to a
musical start as the host and con-

0

testants danced onto the stage to
the song "Ease on Down the Road"
from the motion picture "The Wiz"
soundtrack.
The ftrst part of the pageant,
the talent competition; got rolling
with a colorful bang as contestant
Jordan Arnswald lit up the stage
with her pink wig and solo drum
performance to several different
songs.
The talent continued as
Jeremy Vasquez intrigued the
crowed with is spoken word performance of an original poem
titled "28 Days." A_ highlight of the
talent portion came when Amanda
Workman made the crowed
laugh with her operatic performance of The Laughing song (Mein

0

C L U B

Two Golfers for $10 .00
Every Tuesday Starting @ 10 AM
Students & Faculty Only

Just 5 Minutes From C ampus/
M u s t present valid srndent or facu lty f D .
(>r ice doe s not include g o lf cart.
Not valid with other prom otions or events .
OtTe r s u bject to terminat ion a t a n y time.

Call Now 909.886.0669

Herr Marquis) from the comedic
opera Die Fledermaus.
Other performances in the talent section of the pageant included
several poetic performances, dancing, singing and a performance on
an Indigenous Australian instrument known as the Didgeridoo, by
Nicolas Corwin, a senior majoring
in Communication.
The host and members of ASI
continued to entertain the crowded
during the intermission as they
performed the electric slide dance
to "A Brand New Day," another
song from "The Wiz" soundtrack.
After the intermission, the
number of contestants was cut
from 17 down to six. Li ezl Barrett,
Jeremy Vasquez, Ligaya Malones,

Melissa Balderrama
Staff Writer

Some students have sports
clubs, some have Greek life and
other studenta have the Adult Reentry center.,•'
The Adult Re-entry Center
(ARC) tries to provide an on-campus community for adult students
returning to school after being
away for an extended period of
time. "This center provides that
community where they can come
in and feel that there's a place
where they'r~ not just out in the
fray of the 1 9-y~:;ar-old world.
"If you look around and see
how young it is out there, it can
be a little overwhelming for an

Jonathan
Pangan,
Amanda
Workman, and Davil Jackson were
the fmal contestants.
The final six went on to compete in the question and answer
phase where they were given one
last chance to impress the judges
with their communication skills.
Each , contestant was asked
one question ranging from a vari- ·
ety of topics, like "Why did you
enter the pageant?" to "Tf you
could have a super power what
would it be and why?"
Before announcing the winners, the host took the time to
thank Vice President of University
Affairs, Teddie Rodriguez for
being in charge of putting the
event together.
In addition to hosting and
entertaining 'the crowd, Anthony
and Ashley were also in charge of
observing the contestants throughout the evening and during the
entire pageant process, to select
the winners for Mr. and Miss
Congeniality award.
This award was given out
right before Mr. and Ms. CSUSB
was announced to Nicolas Corwin
. and Genevie Rentshcler.
In the end, Jeremy Vasquez, a
sophomore
maJt'lring
in
Psychology, and A m a n d a
Workman, a sophomore with a
major in Music, took home the
grand prizes and the title of Mr.
and Ms. CSUSB. "I'm going to
Disneyland with my Grandma,"
said Mr. CSUSB Jeremy of what
h~ plans to do to celebrate.
The Judges included faculty
from the communication department. They were Donna Gotch,
M.A. , Linda Sand, and Brian
Heisterkamp, Ph.D.

adult student that comes to this
campus," ARC graduate assistant
Judi Cruz said.
Even though the center is
geared toward older students, the
services offered by the ARC are
available to all CSUSB students.
"We do welcome all students
to use our services and to our
events," Cruz said. "The name is
misleading because students think
they'll come in here and it will be
a geriatric crowd."
ARC offers general information to students who have questions about the kinds of services
available on campus, as well as
where they are located.
"A lot of people don't know
what's available to them," Cruz
said. _If the ARC can't help a stu-

Philip l nce
Staff Writer

CSUSB students and alumni
are among the 15 women artists
and performers whose work is now
being displayed on campus.
Women's Work: "A Feminist
View" is the name of the exhibit
designed to help celebrate
Women's History Month.
The exhibit is on display in
the Robert V. Fullerton Art Gallery
located in the visual arts building.
The theme "A Feminist View" celebrates Gloria Steinem's visit to
CSUSB which is scheduled for
Tues., March 13.
"Their art has to go with the
theme," said Judi Cruz of the
Adult-Re-Entry .Center. "Each
artist has developed her own feminist view."
Over 1-00 women artists and
performers have been featured
over the last five years. Their ages
have ranged from 14 to 7 5 yearsold.
"There's a few that have been
featured in every show," said Cruz.
"But for the most part, it's a new
group of artists."
The fi fth annual Art and
Performance Exhibition kicked off
the display last Wednesday in the
Visual Arts building's lobby.
The
exhibition featured
dances from CSUSB Student
Kimberly Benton, an acoustic-guitar performance from a CSUSB
alumni Teresa Raef, and appearances by other artists.
The ftrst dance Benton performed was called "Women's
Work" and was dedicated to what
many women do on a daily basis.

Her second was to the song "Mr.
President" by Pink and was an
appeal for peace.
Raef performed both cover
songs and original pieces on her
guitar. She is currently working
on her Masters degree and is also a
third-grade teacher.
A mother-daughter-team also
is featured in the exhibit. CSUSB
senior Angel Guerra-Chagoffa and
her mother, CSUSB alumni Diana
Corodero, use photography to
express their feminist views.
" For over a year I have
focused on portraiture," said
Chagoffa who is scheduled to
graduate in June. "I find people,
emotion and humanity interesting." Corodero has bache lors
degree but is continuing_her education to allow for growth.
''Through photography I am
able to create a flight of imagination,"" said Coroden). "With portraiture I use vivid color to create a
world outside of our own."
CSUSB senior and graphicdesign major Loan Nguyen is one
of the featured artists. Her piece
"Eve in the Garden of Eden" is her
first-ever entry in the exhibition.
Julie Kruger graduated from
CSUSB in 2005 with bachelors in
studio-art photography and currently . works in Admissions and
Student Recruitment. Her photography is featured in the exhibit.
"I am drawn to the everchanging and abstract question of
identity," said Kruger. "Who are
we and how do we communicate
that to the outside world.
The exhibit is sponsored by
the Adult-Re-Entry Center and
Women's Resource Center and will
be on display until March 15.

in the amount of $2,500 to redent with a specific need then
they will find ou~ who can help
entry students between the ages of
and will refer them," Cruz said.
25 and 50. The scholarship
The center offers access to
· money can only be applied to fees
computers, reference books,
and tuition.
newspapers, free scantrons and
"We're hoping that we'll be
able to offer that again this
blue books for all students.
ARC also sponsors a number
spring," Cruz said. "A lot of
scholarships aren't as readily
of on-campus social events,
available to the older students,
including coffee house music
series, "Jazz Under the Stars" year this is one that is primarily for
them."Cruz wants students to
end celebration, and other various
know that the ARC provides a fun
field trips.
"It doesn't matter how old
and welcoming socfal and learnyou are, you can still have a coling atmosphere.
lege experience," Cruz said.
"Hey the ARC is the place to
Last year the ARC was able to
be," Cruz said. The ARC is locatoffer Osher scholarships to 25 reed in the Student Union and is
entry students.
open Monday through Thursday
The Osher Re-entry
from 9am to 7pm and Fridays
from 9am to"4pm.
Scholarship provides scholarships

LISTEN. PROCESS. HELP.
Life is complex. Prepare to help people manage the
challenges of life.
Azusa Pacific University's graduate programs in Clinical
Psychology offer:
• An APA-accredlted Psy.D. Program
• M.A. in Clinical Psychology (Marriage/Family Therapy emphasis)
• A curriculum that integrates spirituality and values
• A blend of theoretical and practical elements of psychology
• Alignment with current California licensure requirements
For more information about APU's graduate psychology programs:
(626) 8 1 5~5008 (Psy.D.)
(626) 815-5009 (MFT)

dltl+
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www.apu.edu/ request/grad
jmdeyo@apu.edu
kakers@apu.edu
www.apu.edu/apply
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AZUSA PACIFIC
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901 E. Alosta Ave. • PO Box 7000 • Azusa, CA 91702-7000

Melissa Balderrama/Chronicle

The Adult Re-Entry Center puts on many events that support the campus community.
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Scorsese scores big one Jlmerica's
not top
mode{

Daniel Otianga
News Editor

The movie

~hat

is on every-

body's lips after the 79th Academy
Awards is Martin Scorsese's "The
Departed."
The film won four Oscar's
including Scorsese's first Oscar for
best directing.
According to the movie's official website, "The Departed" is
based on a 2002 Hong Kong crime
thriller entitled "Infernal Affairs."
This film did so well in Hong
Kong it beat out Jet Li's "Hero" for
the best film award at the 2002
Hong Kong Film Awards.
. Miramax Films acquired the
U.S. distribution rights to "Infernal
Affairs" and gave the movie a limited U.S. theatrical release in 2004.
According
to
www.wikipedia.org, Brad Pitt's
Plan B Entertainment acquired the
rights to a Hollywood remake of
"Infernal Affairs" thus entitled
"The Departed."
"The Departed" is a good movie
simply because it is packed to the
gills with sheer talent.
The most visible actors in the
movie are Leonardo DiCaprio,
Jack Nicholson and Matt Damon.
DiCaprio and Damon play the
movie's main characters.
DiCaprio plays Billy Costigan,
an undercover police officer with
the Special Investigation Unit
(SIU). Costigan is a man who
comes from a family of criminals.
His father and uncles died in
crimes and his mother died from a
terminal illness.
Costigan has every reason to
live a deadbeat life but he chooses
to join the police force instead.

Kim Velasquez
Staff Writer

Courtesy of www.cinemastrikesba~k.com

Matt Damon and Leonardo DiCaprio star in 'The Departed."
~

Damon on the other hand,
plays Collin Sullivan who graduates from the police academy at
the exact same time that Costigan
does. He also works his way into
the SJU at the same time that
Costigan does and ends up heading
the unit.
Unlike Costigan, Sullivan had
a stable upbringing but was mentored by a mobster. This made him
morally corrupt.
Both Damon and DiCaprio
deliver their roles well. There is
absolutely nothing to criticize
about the pair's acting. DiCaprio
was believable as an undercover
cop. Aside from his dropping in
and out of the Boston accent, he
managea to pull otr the role.
Damon also plays a convincing villain. The only irksome thing
about his character in "The

Departed" is its similarity to Will
Hunting from "Good Will
Hunting."
One thing to definitely watch
out for in "The Departed" is tl,le
movie's pace. Blink and you will
miss the bus.
The fast paced editing
demands attention, but it also gives
the movie a great edge.
"The Departed" won four
Oscar's for Best Film Editing
(Thelma Schoonmmaker), Best
Adapted Screenplay (William
Monahan), Best Directing (Martin
Scorsese) and Best Picture.
Martin Scorsesc has been
nominated five times before for
best director but this year's win
was his first.
"The Departed" is now available on DVD.

make her more uncomfortable view of the episode, she described
herself as very simple, and that it
with his comments.
In the judge's assessment, was the way she was raised.
they did not think she looked
"My favorite part was the
"trampy" enough for the stereotype photo shoots; I love being in front
of the camera. It was such a thrill,"
she was portraying.
Tyra Banks said that she had said Samantha.
some sexy poses but looked very
"I liked being in the house
with all the girls ... that was fun,
unsure.
A very positive thing the I'm part of a big family so I'm used
judges had to say was that to it," said Samantha.
Samantha takes very good photos.
Samantha has no regrets from
"She is one of the best looking the experience and she maintains
girls, but I don't see Samantha as that it was a great opportunity.
"I want to start putting togethhaving any personality," said judge
and photographer Nigel Barker.
. er a portfolio," Samantha said.
Banks said that Samantha has
Ultimately, she would like to
so much potential but that she is get out of Alabama and make the
too bottled up.
move to Los Angeles where she
Ultimately, they let Samantha hopes to find an agency she can
go with the advice that she needs sign on with and start furthering
to open up more and that with her career as a model.
more practice and experience,
"America's Next Top Model"
which a few years can bring, she airs on the CW Network at 8 p.m.
may be ready.
on Wednesday nights.
Samantha was disappointed to
be eliminated, but was relieved
that she would be going home with
her family. )n her last video inter-

The second girl to go home
from the competition in the eighth
cycle of "America's Next Top
Model" was 19-year-old Samantha
from Pinson, Alabama.
In the episode that centered on
the girls portraying high school
stereotypes in their photo shoots,
there was also a distinction made
in some of the girls' real personalities.
Samantha, a sales associate,
was portrayed as the "shy girl" who
did not quite fit in with the rest of
the girls who are more outgoing.
When asked what the most
challenging part of the show was,
Samantha admitted, "probably
being away from home."
In the challenge for this
episode, the girls had a runway
show in a high scho(fl gym with a .
live audience con~isting of students.
There were three themes for
the show in which they showcased
prom dresses that included the
styles, "modern contemporary,"
"'80s" and "ghetto fabulous."
' Samantha's criticism from
guest Roy Campbell, a fashion
show producer, was that be would
like her to show more attitude on
the runway.
In the "ghetto fabulous"
theme, he said Samantha did not
portray the hip-hop swagger that
she should have.
During the photo shoot, she
had difficulty portraying the "girl
with a bad reputation."
Jay
Manuel, the director of the shoots,
was trying to coax better poses out
\..oun:1esv of CW Networks
of Samantha, but it seemed to only Samatha was the second contestant eliminated from "ANTM."

Spend some green at Blue Coyote
.Chris Dyrness
Staff Writer
CSUSB students with a
hunger for traditional burgers or
fish and chips can rest assured that
the Blue Coyote is now open and
ready to satisfy their every wish
for a delicious lunch.
The Blue Coyote·can be a little hard to spot inside the Santos

15~01
CHII.IJR~It "$
BOOK$
COYOTE llnlw!nltM.
BOOKSTORE
.... - . - . .....
~kab! _ _ _ , _ _,c:A M407
t51DOUnlvenoltyPior1l

Valid on Children's Books from the General Book Section Onl)l
Not valid with online orders. Coupon may not be combined with

any other offer. Pleose redeem at time of pure nose.
valid Match 12-16,2007
Promo Code; GB·201

$3.79 to $5.69. You can choose
from a BBQ burger, a bacon burger, or just pick up a classic burger.
For those with a hunger the
typical burger cannot satisfy, the
,;Works burger" is also available.
The food items at the Blue
Coyote are not just for those who
enjoy burgers and fries. There is a
sea food menu that includes
Jeremy's Fish Tacos for $4.49 and

ting lunch at the Blue Coyote .
Appetizing deserts can also be
found within the Blue Coyote's
menu than can compliment any
meal.
The items provided at the
Blue Coyote are well received, but
can be a bit pricy.
"The deep fried banana bites
are expensive, but awesome," said
Jesus Sandoval a Communications

rtesy of Chris Dyrness
Students can order an array of menu items from classic burgers to fish-n-chips at the Blue Coyote.

Manuel Student Union for the
average student that does not usually eat on campus.
The Blue Coyote is located
behind the registers in the cafeteria.
The Blue Coyote offers an
array of tasty foods that can help a
hungry CSUSB student get
through the day.
The menu includes a variety
of burgers ranging in prices from

the classic Fish-N-Chips for $5.49.
The Blue Coyote also offers
great side items for people who are
hungry for something a little less
filling than a giant cheese burger
or a mighty helping of fish and
chips.
The prices for side items
range from $1.59 to $2.99.
"The chili cheese fries are
great," said Mayra Preciado, a
CSUSB student who enjoys get-

major that tries to get over to the
Blue Coyote when he's not studying.
The Blue Coyote is open from
10:30 am to 8 pm Monday through
Thursday and 10 am to 2 pm on
Fridays.
If you are looking for great
service and even better food, the
next time you feel a grumble in
your tummy come on down to the
Blue Coyote and grab a bite.
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Students continue to 'Sing the Sorrow' after AFI's March performance
Elizabeth Saucedo
A&E Editor
Fierce winds could not put out
"A Fire Inside" Coussoulis Arena
on Friday, March 3.
Lines stretched around the
arena into the parking lot of Jack
Brown as AFI fans waited anxiously to enter the venue.
Local radio station X 103.9
was on hand with promotional
items and music as the lines continued to grow.
Doors opened at 7 p.m. for the
scheduled performance at 8 p.m.
The set-up inside the arena
included one section of bleachers

along with an open floor area.
Van Hale and Dead Boy and
the Elephant Man opened for AFL
Both played sets that unfortunately seemed· to be endless, while
technicians worked with the
sound.
"The sound was really good I
think, but not even God could help
the sound of Dead Boy and the
Elephant Man," said CSUSB freshman Derek Cabral.
When AFI finally took the
stage an hour and a half later they
put on a performance that was well
worth the wait.
"The show was so f***ing
amazing! Everyone was full of

energy," said CSUSB freshman
Myra Lopez.
AFI had the crowd in sync
with every song including hits
from
their
recent
album,
"December Underground," as well
as past favorites from "Sing the
Sorrow," and "Black Sails in the
Sunset."
Absent from the line-up of
"December Underground" songs
included ''The Killing Lights" and
the most recent single, "The
Missing Frame."
A highlight of the night
included a cover of David Bowie's,
"Ziggy Stardust."
Every song had the audience
captivated, singing along with
arms raised, while others moshed
in the two pits at the front of the
stage.
Front man Davey Havok truly
brought the performance to life.
"It's amazing how the music
of one· band qm bring countless
people together and make each
person feel like a part of something
so immense," said CSUSB graduate Adrienne Romo.
"No Poetic Device," and "God
Called in Sick Today," from the '99
.album, "Black Sails in the Sunset,"
proved to be treats for longtime
AFI fans and followers.
"My moment was made when
during "God Called in Sick Today,"
Davey stage dove and head walked
and sang the chorus- I headwalked myself a few feet away
from him and tried to get closer to
sing along," said CSUSB junior
Aldo Linarez.
"It was cool to hold Davey up
for "God Called in Sick Today," there was so much energy in the
performance. I'm still surprised
they came to our school," Cabral
said.

Jl modern c[assic

Lori Krueger!CSUSB

AFI performed new singles and timeless hits to a sold-out audience on Friday, March 3 at
CSUSB's Coussoulis Arena.

• The concert en~d with an
encore performance of, "The
Leaving Song," and "Miss
Murder."
"When the concert ended I
was sad because I wanted more I thought it ended early, but hey
that's just me," said Lopez.
' AFI put on a show that was
memorable to say the least packed,
with a wonderful array of new hits
and timeless favorites.
For more information and
upcoming tour dates, visit
www.afireinside.net.

?~ttOT ~OR YOU.

J

Erika Villanueva
Staff Writer

Although classical music is
sometimes one of the hardest genres to listen to, you might have
thought differently last Wednesday
when a former alumni provided
CSUSB with a grand performance
of musical pieces by many great
composers of our time.
The grand opening of "Six
Airs, Op. 19 from The Magic Flute
(1824)," composed by Fernando
Sor, brought listeners· to a dead
silence.
Alumni Nicholas Lambson
performed with grace and liveliness and made it easy to enjoy
what was given.
.
Nicholas Lambson is a
dynamic performer who has mastered the guitar.
Lambson is a teacher and
scholar of this instrument and was
recently selected to join the faculty
at Humboldt State University.
Not only has he completed his
Masters degree at the San
Francisco Conservatory · of Music
but he teaches through the
adjoined Music Academy.
His performance on March 7,
2007 at the CSUSB Performing
Arts Recital theatre included
pieces that served as a special
moment in his musical career and
learning experience.
Before the performance began
Lambson's former guitar teacher
Stewart Green, of the CSUSB
music department, gave the introduction for Lambson and personal
comments about how proud he is
to see his student fulfill his musical dream.
As the performance began,
Lambson confidently walked on
staged with his classical nylon
string guitar, sat down and tuned

up.

that," said e1lmbson.
During the piece, one was
Lambson later performed a
able to hear its timbre and notice musical piece by his father Stanley
the changes within movements, Anthony Funicelli, "Etude No.I ,
which then Lambson showed Stormsong," which sounded like
pizzicato or the plucking of the major scales going up chromaticalstrings, with great articulation.
ly.
Lambson also provided the
After each performance was
listener with a little story to finished, Lambson ended with a
accompany each of' his musical bow.
pieces that he had chosen for the
As the last performance was
recital.
played he gave an exhilarating
The piece, "Paisaje Cubano show providing intensity to the
con Campanas (1986)," composed end of his showcase, which
by Leo Brouwer, brought back a pleased audience members.
memory when former music .
"He was just great and is a
teacher Stewart Green played part wonderful guitar player," said
of the piece and as he plucked the · audience member Monique Mejia.
Lambson is currently working
string of the guitar, a sound of
thunder was heard and it just blew on his first album, a solo piece,
which will be released in 2007
Lambson away..
"I will always remember through VGo Recordings.

\,~
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CSUSB Alumni Nicholas Lambson performed as part of the
Department of Music's First Wednesdays concert series.
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Steinem and feminism
ing to Janet Honn-Alex, Director through the late 1980's. It focused
of the Women's Resource Center on the Equal Rights Amendment,
at CSUSB.
Civil Rights Act, and AntiOne problem feminists have Vietnam War.
Two-thirds of college aged
Third-wave feminism is a
women say they are not a feminist, encountered in the late 20th centuaccording to CSUSB Professor of ry is a strong backlash against per- term identified with several
Communications Scott Rodriguez. ceived zealotry on their part. This diverse strains of activity and
Gloria Steinem believes there are backlash may be due to the visibil- study beginning in the early 1990s.
ity of some radical feminist It focuses · on "micro-politics,"
two reasons why this is true.
"One is because they're not activism that has been inaccurately writing about ' forms of gender
sure what the word means. The perceived as representing the fem- expression and representation that
are less explicitly political than
second one is they do know what it inist movement as a whole.
Many women, and some men, their predecessors.
means - and realize that either they
Feminists continue to fight
disagree with it, if they really have become reluctant to be identiconditions which they perceive as
believe in the traditional position fied as feminists for this reason.
"I think of feminists as old, oppressive to women.
of women, or fear the punishment
ugly :women who are obnoxious
It has been observed that in
that it will bring," she said.
Steinem, born on March 25, and can't get a man, so I would say more or less all areas of the world,
1934, in Toledo, Ohio, was active I am not a feminist," CSUSB stu- women still earn less than men on
average, and hold less political and
in many liberal causes beginning dent Courtney Ford said.
Outside of the West, the femi- economic power.
in the mid-1950s. She was the first
Steinem is cautiously optieditor of Ms. Magazine, and nist movement is often associated
became a leading spokesperson for with Western Colonialism and mistic about the future of femicuftural
influence. nism. "I'm optimistic, but I also
the feminist movement. She · Western
helped shape the debate over Feminist gro'ups, therefore, often know nothing will happen autorefer to themselves as "women's matically. Change depends on
women's enfranchisement.
The feminist movement has organizations" and refrain from what you and I do everyday," she
said.
effected many changes in Western labeling themselves feminists.
Feminism is often divided into
Gloria Steinem will speak at
society, including women's sufCSUSB on Tuesday March 13 in
frage, broad employment for three waves.
First-wave feminism refers to the Santos Manuel Student Union
women at more equitable wages
a
period
of activity during the Events Center.
("equal pay for equal work"), the
right to initiate divorce proceed- nineteenth century and early twenShe will give a lecture from
ings, "no fault" div,&ce, and the tieth century in the United 7:00 to 8:30 p.m., followed by a
right of women to make individual Kingdom and the United States. It book signing until 9:00 p.m.
decisions regarding pregnancy, focused primarily on gaining the
Admission is free for CSUSB
including obtaining contraceptives right of women's suffrage.
students and faculty. More inforSecond-wave feminism refers
and safe abortions.
Feminists campaign on issues to a period of activity which' began mation is available at the Women's
such as reproductive rights during the early 1960s and lasted Resource Center.
(illcluding abortion), domestic violence, maternity leave, sexual
harassment, and sexual violence.
As Western society has
become increasingly acc~pting of
feminist principles, some of these
ideas are no longer seen as specifically feminist.
Steinem believes a feminist is
"a woman or a man, who believes
in the full social, economic, political equality of women and men,"
according to Feminist.com.
Rodriguez says there are three
key points of feminism, the belief
that women are subordinated, the
belief that men subordinate
women, and the belief that ending
subordination is desirable.
"Feminism is the concept that
both women and men should be
treated equally and that sex should
not be used as a basis for discrimination. It means that we should be
valued for what we do and not for
what we look like, and that we be
Courtesy of www.feminist.org
allowed to move through the world Well-known activist Gloria Steinem will speak at CSUSB.
without fear of violence," accord-

Ashley Thomsen

Staff Writer

WRC staff Stephanie Kryst, Janet Honn-Aiex and Dolores Montoya recognize women's history.

'

Serious about women
Clarissa Zamora
Staff Writer
People once didn't think that
women had a history worth knowing, however, the month of March
· is now a time to remember all
women.
In 1987, the National
Women's History Project petitioned Congress to expand the
national celebration to the entire
month of March. ~ince then, the
National Women's History Month
Resolution bas been approved with
bipartisan support in both the
House and Senate.
Before 1970 women's history
was rarely the subject of serious
study and was a virtually unknown
topic in the K-12 curriculum or in
general public consciousness.
However, the Education Task
Force of the Sonoma County
(California) Commission on the
Status of Women initiated a
..Women's History Week" celebration for 1978.
They also chose the week of
March 8 to make International

Women's Day the focal point of
the observance.
Many women's groups around
the world celebrate International
Womeb's Day, and it is also designated in many countries as a
national holiday.
The idea of an International
Women's Day first arose at the
tum of the century, which in the
industrialized world was a period
of expansion -and turbulence,
booming population growth and
radical ideologies.
In 1909, in accordance with a
declaration by the Socialist Party
of America, the first National
Woman's Day was observed across
the United States on February 28
and women continued to celebrate
it on the last Sunday of that month
through 1913.
In
1911,
International
Women's Day was marked for the
first time (March 19) in Austria,
Denmark,
Germany
and
Switzerland, where more than one
million women and men attended
rallies. In addition to the right to
vote and to hold public office, they

demanded the right to work, to
vocational training and to an end
to discrimination on the job. •
The
WRC
recognizes
women's history by hosting events
as well.
One event, called "Her-Story"
was a visual. chronicle of women's
contributions throughout time.
"This display was started and
came along with a collection of
womef!, which shows their background and history," Stephanie
Kryst, WRC program assistant
said. "It focused on a mixture and
diversity of women and not just on
one particular race. There are
women from Rosa Parks to Hillary
Clinton on display."
Another event the WRC will
be hosting is well-known feminist
Gloria Steinem giving a profound
lecture on women's issues on
March 13.
"This is the biggest event we
have. She is nationally known and
a very important person who is a
women's leading feminist. We are
honored and proud for her to be
here," Honn-Alex said.
\
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Clinton: no
Jesus Sandoval
Staff Writer

Democrat Hillary Clinton's
aspiration to put an end to the policy known as "Don't Ask, Don't
Tell" caused great delight as well
as displeasl!re.
Hillary Clinton spoke to a
group of 500 volunteers from the
homosexual activist group The
Human Rights Campaign on
Friday, March 2. ·
During her speech she mentioned that she would work
towards putting an end to the policy when she becomes president.
"We know that courage,
honor, patriotism and sacrifice are
traits that define our men and
women in uniform and have nothing to do with sexual orientation,"
Clinton said. "We know our
nation is stronger when our best

men and women can be permitted
to serve if that the choice they
want to make."
Prior to President Bill
Clinton's administration gays were
flatly forbidden from serving in
the military, according to the
Associated Press.
The Pentagon instituted the
policy when Bill Clinton was president, which says that gays may
serve in the military only if they
keep their sexual orientation private.
Under the current policy, service members may be investigated
and administratively discharged if
they make a statement that they are
lesbian, gay or bisexual; if they
engage in physical contact with
someone of the same sex for the
purposes of sexual gratification; or
marry, or attempt to marry, someone of the same sex.
"This policy doesn't just hurt

TOTAL GAY DISCHARGES

gays and lesbians, it hurts all our
troops. This to me is a matter of
national securitr and we're going
to fix it," Clinton said.
Clinton mentioned that the
basic principal of this country is
anchored on the idea that we are all
created equal and we should all
have the opportunity to live up to
our own God-given potential.
Some people are in favor of
Clinton's position on this policy,
but there are others who believe
that she is creating a big problem.
"How wonderful that Hillary
can embrace people from all backgrounds to create a partnership of
love that would benefit us all," a
person identified as Anon commented on blogging web site
romancatholicblog.com.
"It is time to repeal 'don't ask,
don 't tell. ' It is a homophobic policy that robs us all."
"Let her join the military and
change the policies so that women
and men share the same dorms.
That, in effect, is what homosexuals in the military means," a person
who identified herself as Carol
responded.
"I'm sure the wives who are
at home raising their children
without benefit of a father at home
will be very grateful to her."
"But why should the wives
have to worry?" said Freddie
Mendoza, a member of the gay
community. "If the husbands are
not gay, then they simply won't
sleep with the gay soldiers."

DeAnna Yslas
Staff Writer

A female slave who worked
her way up to being a California
entrepreneur spoke this weekend
at the San Bernardino County
Museum through a creative reenactment. The role of Biddy Mason
was performed by Or. Sandra
Kamusikiri, associate vice president for Assessment and Planning
and CSUSB Dean of Graduate
Studies. ·
Kamusikiri performed what is
called a Chautauqua-type performance. Rather than lecturing,
Kamusikiri dressed as Mason and
used first person narrative to tell
about her life and accomplishments.
Through a Chautauqua-type
. performance, the audience sees the
visual version of Biddy Mason
rather than simply being told about
her.
"I feel privileged to share her

A video of Clinton's speech,
titled "Sen. Hillary Clinton at
Courtesy of www.saltlaw.org

The Pentagon instituted the "Don't Ask, Don't Tell" policy, allow·ing gays to serve in the military, during the Clinton administration

Human Rights Campaign Board
Meeting," is on youtube.com.

Courtesy of go'\Qie.com

Former slave- Biddy Mason
became an entrepeneur.

story," Kamusikiri said. "Most
people have never heard of Biddy
Mason and how much this single
individual did to make a difference."
Mason was once an illiterate
African-American who walked
from
Mississippi
to
San
Bernardino, California to become
successful and a generous contributor to social causes, according to
the African American Registry.
She was born in 1818 on a
plantation owned by Robert Smith.
She worked as a nurse and a midwife, while taking care of her own
three children. Here children are
believed to be fa~hered by Smith,
according to the Lakewood Public
Library.
Mason arrived in San
Bernardino in 1851 with Smith
where Brigham Young was developing the Mormon community.
Mason won freedom for herself and her ~aughters in 1856 with
the help of friend Charles Owens
after California had become a free
state, one year before Smith and
Mason's arrival.
After moving to Los Angeles,
she continued to work as a nurse
and a midwife, becoming economically independent. After being
free for ten years, Mason became
one of the first African-Americans
to own land in Los Angeles when
she purchased a site for $240,
according to African American
~
Registry.
Mason sold a parcel of this
property in 1884 and built a commercial building with spaces for
rent on the rest of the land. She
eventually earned almost $300,000
through her real estate business.
Mason was also a founding
member of the First African
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Dr. Kamusikiri as Biddy Mason

Methodist Episcopal Church in
1872, according to African
American Registry. She spent
much of her time and money giving to charities, poor shelters of all
races, and visiting jail inmates.
Kamusikiri played the role of
Mason on March 4, 2007 and has
appeared elsewhere throughout the
United States.
K~musikiri has performed in
the roles of other prominent Black
women such as PhyJJis Wheatley,
Zora Neale Hurston and Maria W.
Stewart.
Kamusikiri is the author of numerous articles and reviews, and is
curr.ently working on a book on the
African heritage of the slave narratives.
The San Bernardino County
Museum invited Kamusikiri to
speak as Biddy Mason because of
her history rooted m San
Bernardino.
Kamusikiri says Mason is so
significant because although she
was once a slave who could not
read or write, she overcame these
obstacles to become a successful
and philanthropic woman. Mason
helped people of all races and was
also the first Black woman t{) own
property in Los Angeles.
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Building relationships, disarming nukes
Chris del Rosario
Staff Writer
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It has been four years since
the beginning of the Iraq war and
the vjolence and turmoil that followed after the fall of Sadam
Hussein has no sign's of ending.
The civil war between the
Sunni's and Shiites has the country
in a desperate state for assistance
from anyone who might have an
idea how to stop the killings.
The United States has been
the major player in Iraq and so far
the Bush administration has not
come up with a solution.
According to the Iraq Study
Group, a bipartisan commission,
direct talks with Iraq's neighbors,
Iran and Syria, should be pursued
in order to appease the warring
factions in Iraq.
In the past, however, the Bush
administration has been firm on its
stance not to have talks with Iran

. about Iraq until Iranian president Department's adviser in Iraq, said
Ahmadinejad stops his country's · "The United States would make
nuclear program, whic~ the U.S. clear its desire that Iran and Syria
sees as a threat and as a first step act to quell the violence during the
in developing nuclear weapons.
multilateral talks... no anns crossThe United States has accused ing its border, no contribution to
Syria and Iran of aiding the insur- violence, whether that violence is
gency that is going on in Iraq by directed against coalition forces or
supplying weapons and manpower innocent Iraqis, a halt to the provito those who enter through Iraq's sion of training for elements in
porous border.
Iraq who are engaged in fomenting
However, with the "neighbors or conducting acts of violence."
conference" being held in Baghdad
I believe at this point that the
this weekend, the Bush administra- United States should consider
tion is entertaining possible dia- every option when it comes to
logue between Iran and Syria for looking for solutions to the probpossible solutions to the Iraq con- lems in Iraq.
flict.
Diplomacy is a great step to
The conference will be attend- forging any type of relationship
ed by all the members of the UN that can possibly help to save lives
Security Council : The United regardless whether that relationStates, Russia, China, Britain and ship is with a friend or foe . In
France, along with Iraq's neigh- addition, the meeting in Baghdad
could be a step into diplomatic
bors, Iran and Syria.
In a Reuters interview, David talks between the United States
State and Iran about its nuclear program.
Satterfield, I the U.S.

To be cool, or not to be
perceived perfection of themselves. They are self conscious and
attempt to hide their flaws.
"Every perceived defect,
High school is the time of
jocks, drama geeks, punks, preps every blemish, every wrong word
and "losers."
... it's all being monitored and anaAccording to writer John lyzed by everyone at all times,"
McNally, his most recent novel is McNally said.
America's Report Card. He is also
High school aged kids will
editor of the book "When I was a take pleasure in other peoples'
Loser: True Stories of (Barely) pain. They will sacrifice their
classmates' by putting the spotSurviving High School."
"We've all been losers," he light on their flaws just to cover up
said. "Come on, admit it: You were their own imperfections.
McNally challenges his suba loser."
McNally compiles and edits jects to write a personal essay
the stories submitted by contribu- about being a loser in high school.
tors to his new book. People share He didn't set any other parameters
their stories of desperately trying for tb,e .subject. McNally also did
to :fit i)J during those awkward high not restrict their definition of
scj:Jppl years.
"loser." ,
What makes the compilation
"You !llso probably know the
truth, that everyone has been a so diverse and eclectic is the fact
loser at one time or another - a that each contributor was able to
loser in love, a loser in fashion, a assign meaning to what they
loser in social skills," McNally thought a loser was and how they
said.
felt lilte a loser in high school.
Being cool in high school is McNally received "a rich selection
of essays that stretch across the
an essential.
"Cool is the Holy Grail. Cool emotional spectrum."
is what everyone is trying (but fail"Many are quite funny - a few,
ing) to attain," McNally said.
in fact, are howlingly funny - but
High school kids strive for some are heartbreaking," he . said.
Michelle Graham
Staff Writer

·:You'll read about crushes, cliques,
ditching school, bad hair, being an
outsider, summer vacations, and
religious epiphanies."
· Inside the · bubble of adolescence -everyone is holding up their
magnifying glass to everyone else.
McNally said, "In response, you're
always looking at yourself in the
mirror; you're always self-conscious to the point of paranoia.
That's high school." Loserdom is
perfectly fine so long as we're not
the brunt of it.
"This book is a testament to
our will to survive, to keep on
chugging despite having suffered
the worst of humiliations, some of
which may now seem downright
ridiculoUl>, some of which are as
serious as they come," said
McNally.
Being a loser isn't all that bad
if it means that you just don't fit fu. ·
The only way that being a loser is
a negative thing is when it means
that you are doing nothing with
your life and you have no ambition.
"And so I dedicate this book
to all losers ea;erywhere, past and
present. Take•'comfort, I say. You're
not alone!" McNally saiq.
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Public people disappoint the masses
Larry Palacios

'
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Bill Maher never balks at a chance to speak his mind, and some find him over-the-top.

Not a week seems to pass
without somebody making a controversial comment. This week we
had comedian B ill Maher and conservative Ann Coulter say some
outrageous things.
Maher made a remark about
Vice President Dick Cheney. He
came about as close as you can
come without actually saying that
he hoped Cheney would die.
Maher bas always been a controversial character. He is a comedian after all. But I don't think anybody should wish somebody
would just die because you disagree with them.
Maher has attempted to
defend himself. "I have zero doubt
that if Dick Cheney was not in
power people wouldn't be dying
needlessly tomorrow. If he did die,
other people, more people would
live. That's a fact," he said on "The
O'Reilly Factor."
Maher is a smart guy but I
don't think he has to drop to such a
low level. There's no question that
he doesn't like the Bush adminis-

tration. One can, however, voice
his or her opinion without having
to resort to name-calling and wishing for their death.
Coulter also caused quite a stir
with the Democratic Party when
she referred to presidential candidate John Edwards as the "f" word.
I'm talking about the anti-gay slur
word.
Coulter wanted to be hateful
towards Edwards because there's
little question that she doesn't like
him. But I don't think that she
believes that Edwards is gay.
Coulter has come under fire
from critics demanding that she
apologize. Of course this is
·Coulter we are talking about, so
good luck trying to get an apology
from her.
"Faggot isn't offensive to
gays; it has nothing to do with
gays," Coulter said on "Hannity
and Colmes" on Monday, March 5.
:'It's a schoolyard taunt mea~ing
'wuss,' and unless _you're telling
me that John Edwards is gay, it
was not applied to a gay person."
Coulter has said that that she
has no reason to apologize because
the remark was taken out of context.

Republican presidential candidates Rudy Giuliani and Senator
John McCain have publicly
denounced Coulter's remarks, as
well as other persons from both the
left and the right.
I agree with those critics. I
think she stepped over the line but
conservative Republicans seem to
like her, so they. are not going to
stop supporting her anytime soon.
This isn't the end of Maher or
Coulter. They seem to have made
a habit of ticking people off. It is
their job after all. But whose comments were worse? Maher or
Coulter?
,
I think that Maher's comments
were worse. It's horrible to wish
the death of so.meone.
One needs to consider the
health of Cheney. He has been ridded with health problems since he
started serving as vice president. .
It seems that every few
months Cheney comes down with
a new ailment. He has a bad heart
and just recently was diagnosed
with a blood clot in his leg. If left
untreated this is usually fatal.
In other words, Maher may
soon get his wish, whether or not
he really meant it.

Would you like to be a part of the Coyote Chronicle staff, and get your
name and your words in print? Just be sure to sign up for Comm.
243A, and you can learn to live the news!
.
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Health care, health where?
are a number of places which offer untreated for months or years, the
services for low to no cost for the decay eats into the center of the
general public.
tooth, and eventually enters the
A 12-year-old boy from
In Riverside, there are many nerves and blood vessels."
Maryland died after his dental luw income and free health clinics
In fact, data from the Centers
problems went untreated. His lack that focus on taking care of people for Disease Control cites tooth
of treatment led to a severe brain who are not covered by insurance. decay as one of the most common
infection.
"We participate in a nation- chronic infectious diseases among
According to the report on wide effort to extend a safety net children in the U.S.
ABC news, this boy's life could of health services to those who
Places like the Eastside Dental
have been spared if his infected lack access to health services, Clinic and schools such as Lorna
tooth was simply removed. The especially the low-income, under- Linda dentistry give their students
procedure would have cost just insured (or uninsured) individuals the chance to work with real
$80.
with limited means to pay for qual- patients at a very low cost in order
However, everyday people ity health services,:• is the motto of to help those who cannot get help
sacrifice their health and comfort Community Health Systems Inc. elsewhere.
because they cannot afford health They are a non-profit organization
At Lorna Linda, the graduate
insurance, and government pro- serving the Tri-County area San students work alongside an
grams like Medical and Medicaid Bernardino, Riverside & San instructor to help customers at a
lower cost than normal dental
do not suffice.
Diego Counties.
"The Driver family faced
Other places in the Riverside offices would charge.
obstacles with Medicaid, poverty and San Bernardino areas are: The
The first visit would be with a
and access to resources resulting in Regional Medical Center in dental instructor and a student denan easily preventable health prob- Riverside County, The Riverside tist. A screening examination
lem turning deadly," Laura Medical Clinic and for students the would be conducted. The purp.ose
Owings wrote in her article on colleges in the area like CSUSB of this screening examination is to
ABC news.
determine if the needs could be
and UCR.
Getting adequate health and
"Inland Behavior and Health met by their student dentists.
dental care is a growing problem Services have a medical clinic on
A certified instructor observes
for people across the country.
E St across from the high school in the entire process and makes sure
There are free and low income San Bernardino," said Nina Torres, everything runs smoothly.
clinics and schools all over south- a professor at Cal State San
"The School of Dentistry is
em California. They are designed Bernardino.
not a free clinic. The fees charged
to meet the needs of people who
"The clinic is either free or however are generally lower than
just can't afford insurance.
low cost depending on your situa- those in private dental practices in
Many schools have on-cam- tion. They also have a homeless the area. Payment for services
pus health services available for , assistance program and can pro- must usually be paid for as they are
students. Students are not always vide dental care at their other facil- provided. It is possible to arrange
aware of the services or perhaps do ity as well. The dental facility is an extended payment plan through
not realize what a good deal they the Whitney Young clinic over our Patient Business Office," statcan get.
near Arroyo High School," Torres ed Lorna Linda's School of
CSUSB has a full fledged said.
Dentistry website.
staff dedicated to meeting the
"I think that, for the general
"Taking advantage of basic
health needs of students. They public, dental care is lower down preventative services like cleanoffer all types of services includ- on their list of important issues," ings and filling cavities, people
ing: flu, cough, cold, dermatitis, said Judith Lave, chair of the can drastically reduce their
warts, emergency contraceptives, Department of Health Policy and chances for severe dental disease,"
physical exams for both men and Management at the University of Owings said.
women, and a complete pharmacy. Pittsburg.
With all the help available
The health center on campus,
"People seem to think teeth there is hll the reason in the world
like many other universities, has are not a big deal," said Sally for people to get their health and
board certified doctors, nurse prac- Cram, a practicing periodontist in dental needs taken care of. The
titioners and very low fees for all the Washington, DC area.
internet and yellow pages are a
their services.
"But it's not just about your great source to find free and low
However, students are not the mouth. Infections in your teeth and income .clinics in the area. The
only ones who require help when it mouth can lead to more problems," . resources are out there and help is
comes to their health needs. There Cram ~said. "When a cavity goes available.
April Aleman
Staff Writer

www.bart666.com
People can get paid upwards of $1,000,000 per year, just for mastering games like Counter-Strike.

Videf!, games for a living

Matt Faulkner
Staff Writer

"I want to be a professional
video game player." A year or two
ago, saying this would be both
foolish and the cause of all the
laYghter in your general direction.
Many reasons arise as to why
most people wouldn't take you
seriously for your endeavor to be a
computer conqueror.
Probably the biggest and most
common reason is the argument
that: "Video games are just a
hobby, not a real job. There's no
r.roney in it."
This is no longer the case
today. Thanks· to the rising success
and popularity of Major League
Gaming (MLG), the largest organized league for video gaming, top
pro players can actually sign contracts earning them six figures to
even seven figures for years.
Other statements that skeptics
might throw at you to stop you
from aspiring to become a professional gamer could be: "You're not
good enough.
Think of all the
people that play video games, do

Ma'or

you really think you're better than
most?"
This "You're not good
enough" argument is not a good
enough case against gaming'to me.
If everybody thought they weren't
good enough at what they wanted
to do, we would have a world of
under-achieving quitters with
nobody knowing what they are
truly capable of.
Those who decide to participate in this growing sport must
first sign up for an MLG touma-·
ment for the game of their choice
by following some steps on the
MLG's website. The video games
played in MLG are Halo 2 for the
Xbox and Super Smash Bros.
Melee for the Gamecube.
For Halo 2 in particular, you
sign up with three other people to
form a team of four. Once signed
up your team will compete against
the thousands of others participating at the eight tournaments held,
including playoffs and the national
championships. Tournaments are
held in cities such as Charlotte,
Chicago, Dallas, Orlando and Las
Vegas.

The higher you place, the
more likely you are to get noticed
and be considered •for a contract
and even possibly a sponsor which
can give more money than the
actual contract.
For instance, team Final Boss,·
one of the top two teams in Halo 2,
recently signed a three year one
million dollar contract with MLG
and is also sponsored by

-

.

Washington Wizards NBA basketball All-Star Gilbert Arenas. For
those who love competition, video
games, the feeling of team unity
and traveling, professional gaming
is a dream job.
"I've never had this much fun
in my life," said Michael
Cavanaugh, aka "Strongside," a
professional Halo 2 player. "Just
being able to play video games and
travel and win money for it? How
insane is that?"
Strongside has recently joined
with Halo 2 team Fina~ Boss to try
to live up to their million'-dollar
contract this April in MLG's first
tournament of the season. I'm sure
he is not ashamed to say "I play
video games for a living."

ue Gamin
www.joystiq.com
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CSUSB Coyote Prentice Harris was named to the All-California Collegiate Athletic Association
men's basketball team along with his teammate Ivan Johnson.

The regular season has come
to an end for the CSUSB men 's
basketball team which ended the
season with an eight-game winning streak.
Over the weekend, the No. 2
ranked Coyotes, who are 22-5
overall, traveled to the · West
Regionals, which took place at
Hwnboldt State. They played the
No. 7 ranked team, Brigham
Young University-Hawaii, in the
first round of playoffs.
Although it's been seven years
since their last meeting with BYU
Hawaii Seasider's, the Coyotes
won 75-63 to open their 2001-02
season.
Prentice Harris a~d Ivan
Johnson were named to the AllCalifornia Collegiate Athletic
Association men's basketball first
team on March 6.
"Teams win games': individuals
lose," said Chet Johnson who was
named to the second team.
Harris was also named to the

bound

2007 Daktroniks /NCAA Division
II All-West Region basketball
team. He averages 13.1 points a
game and had a game high of 26
points against Western Washington
Against Cal State LA last
weekend, leading scorer Ivan
Johnson could not be stopped. He
scored a season high 27 points and
dominated the boards by grabbing
a season high of 13 rebounds.
He averaged 14.8 points a
game along with 4.7 rebounds and
leads the team with 17 blocked
shots.
Chet Johnson landed a spot on
the second te9m by averaging 10.2
points per game along with 3.1
rebounds a contest.
Also honored last week were
the five starters from the CCAA
Champion team Humboldt State,
whom were placed on two all-star
teams, including the 2007 MVP
Kevin Johnson, who averaged 16.8
points a game along with 10.2
rebounds. Tom Woods, head coach
for HSU, was named coach of the
year.
Going into the quarterfinals,

player Greg Williams said, "We're
hoping to· come home with a
championship, nothing less."
This was the eighth NCAA
Tournament appearance for the
Coyotes in the past nine years.
" We feel strong about the
playoffs. Everyone is starting to
contribute at just the right time and
as long as we play within ourselves we should be good," said
player Geoffrey Clayton before the
playoffs.
Other teams and match-ups in
the tournament included number
three seed Cal Poly Pomona, 20-7,
who took on number six Seattl e
Pacific, 18-9, number four Sea• ·,
19-8, faced number five Gt j
Canyon, 20-7, and number ei t
Alaska-Anchorage, 19-8, pia) ~d
host and number one seed
Humboldt State, 24-3 .
The Coyotes have most definitely proven they deserved to be
in the playoffs and have had an
outstanding season.
" We probably have the most
talented team from top to bottom
in the region," said Clayton.

'

Ladies' more chances to ·win
Claudia Ruiz Cortes
Staff Writer
I

The CSUSB softball team had
a difficult time with Humboldt
State, winning only one of the four

games played.
CSUSB played Humboldt for
the first time this season on Friday
March 2. They played two games
that day and lost both.
The team played their longest
game during the first half of the

day with 11 innings. The score at
the end of that game was 6-5 in
favor of Hun1boldt.
Juni~r Jordan Dahl hammered
a three-run home run to tie the first
game at 5-5 forcing extra innings.
CSUSB reliever Tawni Baker
and Humboldt starter Lizzy
Prescott dueled through three
scoreless innings before Humboldt
broke through in the I 1th inning.
Humboldt took an early lead
in the third with a ·score of 2-0.
Both rurts came off of Dahl who
started for CSVSB.
The team tied the game in the
fourth at 2-2. CSUSB sophomore
Leslie Carrasco banged a two-out
single to center to score Krista
Hernandez and Dahl.
Dahl later walked in a run
with the bases loaded before giving way to Baker who yielded a
rurt-scoring single to Humboldt to
give them a lead of 5-2.
Baker pitched a 5 1/3 inning
of relief, allowing seven hits and
only one rurt in the 11th inning.
During the second game that
day Humboldt won with a score of
11-2 in a CCAA Softball game that
was called after five innings by the
eight-run mercy rule.

.
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Coyote softball played Humboldt State on March 4, and won 2-1,
putting the _ladies at 5-7 for CCAA and 11-11 overall.

Humboldt had an 8-1 lead
after three innings. Junior Nicole
Camerena hit a solo homerurt off,
Humboldt starter Tracy Motzny in
the bottom of the fifth to end the
score at 11-2.
On Saturday March 3,
Humboldt once again defeated
CSUSB with a score of 5-l .
That was another CCAA game
that ended after five innings due to
ferocious winds. That game left the
Coyotes were 10-11 on the season
and 4-7 in the conference.
Throughout Saturday's game,
winds that surpassed 40 miles per
hour whipped dust and debris
through the field.
The umpires wanted to suspend the game but decided to complete five innings at least.
The teams finished their second game of their double header
on Sunday March 4 at 9 a.m.
The only run during that game
came from a leadoff homer by
Carrasco to right center. '
The homerun by Carrasco was
her second this season and prevented the game from being
shutout.
Sunday March 4, CSUSB
played Humboldt for the last time

Chronicle Photo

Coyotes join in a reflective moment with their opponents.
this season and won their game
with a score of 2-1 . With this win
the Coyotes went to I 1-11 overall
and 5-7 in the CCAA as of March
8, 2007.
During the first inning, the
first rurt for CSUSB was scored by
Carrasco off Humboldt's, Motzny.
CSUSB had a 1-0 lead
through the first six innings.
Humboldt's Vanessa Shernock
scored the only run in the seventh
inning forcing extra innings.
During the eighth inning the

Coyotes had Michelle Calderon on
third, Krista Hemandez on second
and Dahl, who was intentionally
walked, on first, filling the bases.
Carrasco then delivered a ·
clean single to center to bring
home Calderon to score the winning run for that game.
"The girls are doing good,"
Alicia said. "There pitching is
good and they got a lot of hits. ''
The Coyotes still have several
games left this season but will no
longer play Humboldt.

A strong asset to defense
PrisciJJa Cooper
Staff Writer
The Coyotes Women's Water
Polo team had four wins out of the
six games they played within three
days.
The Coyotes are now 8-1 0 for
the season.
The first two wins for t4e
three days of matches came from
the help of senior goalkeeper
Heather Dohy.
The Coyotes came out on top
for their first two matches, winning against both Grove City
College and Mercyhurst College.
The first match was a win
against Grove City, 16-5. The next
match came out with another win
over Mercyhurst, 14-5.
The Coyotes goalkeeper made
16 saves for each of the matches
played that day.

The following day, the
Coyotes traveled to play in the UC
Santa Cruz "Slugfcst" tournament.
The team came out on top with a
win over Cal State Monterey B_ay,
9-8. Dohy had made a total of 11
saves in the match to help the
Coyotes with the wm over
Monterey Bay.
Dohy made a total of nine
saves in the next match against
Santa Clara.
Her saves were not enough, as
the Coyotes lost the game to a
Division I school 9-4.
As the tournament continued,
the Coyotes strived to win against
UC Santa Cruz after losing to UC
Davis, a powerhouse in the
Western Water Polo Association.
In the first match against· UC
Davis, Dohy made a total of 10
saves for the Coyotes. The team
fell 9-2.

For the win over UC Santa
Cruz, Dohy had 15 saves to help
the team for the win 9-3.
Heather Dohy has been a
strong asset to the Coyotes
defense.
In 2006 she made a total of
224 saves. For the season, she had
a total of 16 assists ~nd 42 steals.
She even 'scored one 'goal for the
season.
She came to the Coyotes as a
transfer from Chaffey College,
where she competed for two years
in water polo and swim~ing .
During her two years at Chaffey
she earned all-American honors
for swimming.
She had started playing water
polo her junior year of high school
at Rancho Cucamonga, where she
swam for three years.
During the two years that she
competed in high school she

earned honorable mention allleague selection in water polo.
She had been swimming since
she was 10 and swam for a few
years before taking a break.
She started swimming again
during her sophomore year of high
school, where she became interested in water polo.
"All my friends that were on
the swim team were on the water
polo team," said Dohy, "They convinced me to go out the next year
and I was fast enough to make the
varsity team."
In 2006, the Coyotes were in
need of a goalie.
"She had a natural ability to
block the ball," said Coach Tom
Finwall. "We were in a situation
where we needed a goalie."
This decision had made an
impact on the remainder of the
year.

Priscilla Cooper/Chronicle

Coyote H20 Polo goalkeeper Heather Dohy making a save.
She helped the Coyotes produce a 24-18 record for the 2006
season.
"I was just happy to go in anywhere that I was going to play,"
said Dohy. "It ended up just coming natural to me."
However, the Coyotes goalkeeper is in her final year of eligibility.

She is focused on finishing the
rest of the season strong. She plans
to continue on .improving for the
remainder of the season.
Her improvement is not only
for herself, but for the team as a
whole.
"She is a great leader," said
Finwall. "She is a very hard worker."

